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Parashat Lech Lecha

OCTOBER
Sally Mellon  Salvatore Piha 
Rabbi Leon Stitskin

OCTOBER 19 ~ OCTOBER 25, 2018 • 10 CHESHVAN ~ 16 CHESHVAN * 5779

Rabbi Israel Meyer Lesin  Albert A. Hirsch

OCTOBER

Please include the Following Individuals in Your
Prayers So that Each May be Granted

Mor Zaharia Malekan  Laura Abergel  David Bollag
Shana Rostami  Amelia Hernandez  Ariella Ives 
Greg Yaris  Mojgan Kashani  Daniel Marciano
Tina Loboda  Mathias Amsellem  Nicholas Deutsch
Esther Hakakian  Nissim Messica  Devorah Shaool
Lizie Shraga  Ronit Edry  Kamran Manuel 
Lisa Wolf  Nourian Bollag  Sayeh Javari 
Avi Ryzman

WEEKLY SCHEDULE

Thank You To Our Sponsors

Erev Shabbat — OCTOBER 19
Candle Lighting
5:57 pm
Mincha/Arvit
5:55 pm

THIS WEEK

SHABBAT
Rabbi Moses Parsha Shiur
8:15 am
Shacharit
8:45 am
Teen Minyan
9:30 am
Eliyahu Binyamin Moses Shiur
4:30 pm
Rabbi Moses Shiur
5:00 pm
(For Men & Women)
Mincha/Arvit
5:40 pm
(Followed by Seudat Shlishit)
Havdalah
6:50 pm
SUNDAY
Shacharit

Refoua Shelema
Chaya Liel Bat Tali, Yehoshua Ben Orah
Levi Ben Maytal HaCohen,
Sarena Bat Rachel, Meir Ben Devorah
Avraham Ben Rachel, Menashe Ben Rosa,
Akram Bat Habiba, Ezra Ben Naima,
Naama Bat Aviva, Gideon Ben Leslie
If you would like us to include a name on this list, please call us at
(310) 556-5609, email the office at office@mogen-david.org, or email
the Rabbis at rabbiabraham@mogen-david.org or
rabbimoses@mogen-david.org

KIDDUSH Will Be Sponsored
By
Hadar & Micah Cohen
SEUDAT SHLISHIT Will Be Sponsored
By
Anonymous Donor
TEEN MINYAN Sponsored
By
The Aynesazan Family
In Honor of Joey and Joelynn Sara
And
An Anonymous Donor
In Honor of Benny and Daniel Dallal

8:00 am & 9:00 am
(Followed By Breakfast)
Mon. — Fri.

Shacharit
OCTOBER
Isaac & Beverly Venouziou
Mehran & Elham Shaliehsaboo
Alfred & Betty Spivak
Aaron & Miriam Robin

6:30 am
Sun – Thurs

Mincha/Arvit

6:00 pm

Erev Shabbat — OCTOBER 26
Candle Lighting
5:49 pm
Mincha/Arvit
5:45 pm
IMPORTANT HALALHIC TIMES

Email Your Rabbis:
RABBI YEHUDA MOSES, Rav HaKehillah, Senior Rabbi
rabbimoses@mogen-david.org
RABBI MICHAEL ABRAHAM, Executive Director/
Associate Rabbi/Hazan
rabbiabraham@mogen-david.org

Earliest Talit & Tefillin
Last Time for Shema M”A
Last Time for Shema GR”A
Latest Tefillah M”A
Latest Tefillah GR”A
Hazot Hayom

6:13 am
9:11 am
9:50 am
10:19 am
10:46 am
12:38 pm







Join Us For a New Series On Tefillah
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
With
Rabbi Yehuda Moses
Beginning Monday October 29
8:00 pm
Continuing Bi-Weekly
Why Do We Pray?
Who Wrote the Tefillah?
Why Are the Words Written for Us?
Do We Need to Understand the Words
We are Reading?
And Other Questions You Have Always
Wanted Answered.

Supplemental Edition

Halachic Illuminations

In Memory of Our Mother Rachel Imenu z”l

Parashat Lech
Lecha
Parashat
Shemot
Summary of the Laws of Verbal Oppression
In the previous Halachot we have discussed the primary laws of
verbal oppression or hurting someone with words. We must now
explain an important rule regarding these laws.
The laws of verbal oppression are divided into two categories:
The first is verbally misleading another (a form of trickery), such
as asking a salesman how much a certain item costs when one
has no intention of purchasing it which is misleading since the
salesman is only replying because he believes the inquiring individual is actually interested in purchasing it, as we have explained.
Similarly, one may not enhance one’s merchandise in a misleading manner. For instance, if one is selling strawberries which are
close to being rotten already and are only fit for cooking, if one
places them in a box under other fresher and nicer looking
strawberries, this is likewise a transgression of verbal oppression. Indeed, Maran Ha’Shulchan Aruch (Choshen Mishpat,
Chapter 228) rules that one may not color a cow in order to
beautify its fur so that it appears full-bodied and healthy when, in
fact, it is actually skinny and weak, for the seller is misleading
the buyer and is a form of verbal oppression (besides for when it
is customary to do so in the given place and everyone is aware
that this is the way of the merchants, see commentary of Me’irat
Enayim, ibid, Subsection 16).
The second form of verbal oppression is the simple understanding of the term, i.e. causing another to suffer with one’s words,
such as what our Sages teach us that one must take care not to
hurt one’s wife because her tears are close to the surface. This
prohibition does not only apply to misleading one’s wife; rather,
any suffering that one causes her is considered verbal oppression.
Addtionally, included in this form of verbal oppression is the prohibition to tell a “Ba’al Teshuva” to remember his past deeds, for
Hashem has already forgiven him and this individual is merely
reminding him of his sins in order to cause him pain.
The Kenesset Ha’Gedolah writes that sometimes, one must be
more careful regarding verbal oppression regarding a matter
that is true more so than if it is untrue, for the truth will hurt the
recipient much more than something he knows is a lie. Hagaon
Harav Shmuel Ha’Levi Wosner Shlit”a writes (in his Responsa
Shevet Ha’Levi, Volume 8, Chapter 309, where he discusses
this issue) that this rule is not set in stone, for there are situations where the truth will hurt the recipient more than a lie and
there are other situations where the opposite is true.
Thus, there are two forms of verbal oppression: verbally misleading or tricking another and verbally causing pain to another.
Included in this is the commandment of “And you shall love your
friend as yourself,” for if one causes pain to another for no reason, one is certainly transgressing the Mitzvah of treating every
Jew in a loving manner.

11 Cheshvan

Parashat Lech Lecha presents us with the unfolding of Jewish history. Avraham is the first Jew. The greatness of Avraham as told to
us in Bereishit (18:19) is his capacity to transmit his values and
beliefs to subsequent generations, something that his great predecessors including Chanoch, Noach, Shem, and Ever were not able
to do.

May Her Memory Be A Blessing For Us All
Rachel was one of the wives of Yaacov (Jacob) Avinu, sister
of Leah Imeinu. Rachel was the mother of Yosef HaTzaddik
and Binaymin HaTzaddik. She died in Israel while giving birth
to Binyamin. Rachel was one of the first prophetesses
(Yerushalmi Berachos 9:3). Rachel was known for her beauty

The Mishna in Pirkei Avot (5:4) teaches that, "Asarah nisyonot nitnata avraham avinu veamad bekulam, lehodiya kamah chibato
shel avraham avinu." Our forefather Avraham was tested with ten
trials and he withstood them all, to show the degree of our forefather Avraham's love for God. Although there are different ways to
reckon the exact nature of the ten tests, according to the Bartenura, seven of these tests are found in Parashat Lech Lecha.
What is the purpose of a test? It is clearly for man, as Hashem
knows if man will pass the test or not. The Ohr HaChaim HaKadosh, in his commentary on Bereishit (3:4,5), asks why Hashem
tested the first couple with the snake? The Ohr HaChaim posits the
thesis that ultimately it is in man's best interest to be challenged,
and pass the test. Moreover, the reward received is commensurate
with the energies expended in passing the test, as we are taught
"Lefum tza’ara agra "- commensurate with the pain/difficulty and
struggle is the gain and personal reward. Each triumph over a test
elevates the individual. Without the test there is no personal advancement or growth.
Avraham was not born "Avraham Avinu"- our father, rather he developed and matured his relationship with Hashem by successfully
overcoming his natural instincts and living a life dedicated to higher
ideals. The Torah teaches us that Hashem took Avraham outside
to count the stars and say to him "koh yehiye zaracha" - Thus shall
be your seed. In addition to the literal interpretation that his offspring would be as numerous as the stars, Rashi cites
the midrash which teaches that Hashem removed Avraham from
the natural circumstances of this world and informed him that Avram would not have a son, but Avraham would; Hashem would
change his name and his destiny. Avram grows into Avraham.
The Gemara Sanhedrin (107a) teaches in the name of R. Yehuda
in the name of Rav, "a person should never bring himself to a test",
i.e., should not intentionally place himself into a situation in which
he will be tested to sin, for King David brought himself to a test and
stumbled and succumbed to temptation. David asked Hashem why
could he not be included in the opening blessing of the Shemonah
Esrei, and amend the blessing to read, "God of Avraham, God of
Issac, God of Jacob, and God of David". Hashem answered that
the three Patriarchs were tested by Him and withstood the tests,
whereas David had not been tested. David then asked to be tested. Hashem agreed and even told him that the test would be in the
area of physical temptation. Though forewarned, that night David
sinned with Bat-Sheva. Hashem only tests those that can pass.
However, when one brings a test upon himself, he is not necessarily awarded the divine assistance needed to pass the test. We
should not seek extra challenges or tests from HaKadosh Baruch
Hu yet, at the very same time, we must be willing and ready to
serve Hashem “B’chol Levavcha,” armed with our Emunah and
Bitachon that ‘all that Hashem does is [ultimately] for good’—‘kol
man d’avid Rachmana, l’tav avid.’
Shabbat Shalom,
Rabbi Yehuda Moses,
Rav HaKehillah/Senior Rabbi
Congregation Mogen David

(Bereishis Rabbah 70:16).
In reward for her modesty in giving Leah her signal and not revealing to anyone that she had
done so (Rashi), she merited that King Shaul descend from her (Megillah 13b). Joseph's beauty
resembled Rachel's (Zohar 1:116b). Rachel and Leah were twins. (Seder Olam Rabbah 74:4).
Why did Rachel die first? Because of the curse of the Yaacov who said, "With whomever you
find your gods (teraphim stolen that belonged to her father Lavan), shall not live" (Gen. 31:22).
Because she spoke before her older sister, as it is written, Rachel replied and then Leah
(Gen. 31:14) (Bereishit Rabbah 74:4). Because Yaacov had delayed in fulfilling the vow he
had made before God (in Gen. 28:20-22), the power of Yaacov's accuser was strengthened.
Therefore, Rachel went into labor and had difficulty in her childbirth (ibid. 35:16) (Zohar
1:175a). She died at the age of 36 (Seder Olam Rabbah 2, Gra). Rachel died and was buried
(Genesis 35:19). The burial took place immediately after death out of respect for her (Bereishit
Rabbah 82:9). Rachel said, "Therefore, he shall be with you tonight" (Gen. 30:15). Because she
had made light of being together with the righteous Yaacov, she was not buried with him
(Bereishit Rabbah 72:3).
As a girl, Leah would go out every day to the crossroads and weep and pray that she should
merit to marry Yaakov, whom she had heard was righteous (and not Esav who was evil), whereas Rachel never went out on the road. Therefore, Leah merited to be buried with Yaacov,
whereas Rachel's tomb stands at the crossroads (Zohar 1:223a). Yaacov set up a monument
over her grave (Gen. 35:20). Each of the sons placed a stone on Rachel's grave, so that twelve
stones were piled one atop the other, and Yaacov's stone was set on top of them all (Lekach
Tov, Bereishit 35:20). The place of her burial will not disappear until the day the Holy One,
Blessed is He, resurrects the dead (Zohar 1:175a). Foreseeing that the exiles would pass by the
site, the Patriarch Yaacov buried her on the road on the way to Ephrath and not within the city
so that she would sense their anguish and pray for them (Bereishit Rabbah 82:10). She was
buried in Beit Lechem, where her grave site has been visited by many Jews for the last thousands of years. May the merit of the tzaddeket Rachel Imeinu protect us all, Amen.

